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Li-ion power gives
you the decisive
advantage
required to win.
Lithium-ion technology from Jungheinrich.
Li-ion batteries score over traditional lead-acid batteries
with their lasting performance and will put you well ahead
in terms of warehouse efficiency and handling capacity.
Jungheinrich is unique in offering a 5-year guarantee on
its li-ion batteries. Li-ion power from Jungheinrich enables
you to outrun the competition.

Find out more:
www.jungheinrich.com/li-ion
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Made in
China 2025
Two years ago now in 2015, China’s central government
adopted the “Made in China 2025” strategy. Behind the
campaign is a plan for industrial modernization of the
country, designed especially to advance the innovative
capability and digitization of domestic industries. With this
policy Beijing intends to make the country fit for the future,
as rising labor costs have long been signaling the end of
China’s days as a source of cheap labor.
The Germany concept of “Industry 4.0” serves as a model
and “instruction manual” for implementation of the new
technology policy. Germany is not only China’s model, but
also its preferred
partner for close
The agenda of the Chinese cooperation, which
is not surprising
technology policy calls for
quality instead of quantity given that German
companies are
developing leading
technology in this area. The incentive for German industrial
companies for this close collaboration is the prospect of
lucrative orders. But fear is already spreading among these
German companies that the main outcome of overly close
cooperation would to make China a strong competitor in
the future.
Whether collaboration with China in digitizing industry is
ultimately an opportunity or rather a risk for German
companies is still a matter of speculation. Nevertheless the
fact remains that China is starting out on the way to
“Industry 4.0” from a considerably lower technological level
than Germany. Thus China will initially be in a race to catch
up, unless this latter day “great leap forward” is immediately
successful.
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NEWS AND MARKETS

China’s logistics industry to deliver
all-round growth in the coming decade

In this report, we take an overview of the logistics
sector in the world’s largest manufacturing economy,
China; and assess the country’s competitive landscape,
industry’s latest developments and major challenges
of the logistics market.

C

hina is the second largest economy in terms of GDP and the
world’s largest economy in terms of purchasing power parity,
with a population of around 1.4 billion, it is also the world’s fastest growing consumer market. Over the last few decades, China has
heavily focused on industrialization and has become the largest
manufacturer and exporter of goods in the world. China’s economic
growth has been accompanied by the ever-increasing demand for

Author: Sushen Doshi, International correspondent for World of Industries
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logistics services. With increasing GDP every year, the Chinese government has invested more and more to build a robust infrastructure system in terms of its roads, urban transportation systems and
railway networks. However, the country’s logistics capabilities still
remain at an early stage of development, with a number of unresolved challenges. Having said that, a number of foreign and local
logistics companies continue to expand into the Chinese market,
and the government is pushing to improve the logistics capacities
and efficiencies. Accordingly, it is right to predict that the logistics
sector is set to maintain a steady and robust growth over the coming years.
Driven by the demanding industrial sector and widening domestic consumer market, China’s logistics industry registered solid
growth from 2010 to 2016. Total value-added of the logistics industry reflects the size of the market. The larger the value-added,
the larger is the market. Total logistics value rose from around 175
trillion Yuan in 2010 to more than 225 trillion Yuan in 2016. Since
China is a manufacturing economy, the logistics value of industrial
products accounts for more than 85 % of the total value, followed
by imported products and agricultural products with a share of 5
% and 2 % respectively. As the market for China’s logistics sector

keeps on increasing the, the costs associated with logistics activities
also keeping on increasing. According to the data from China’s Federation for Logistics and Purchasing, transportation is responsible
for around 50 % of the entire logistics costs, inventory management
services which includes the cost of warehousing and other services
are responsible for around 30-35 % of the entire logistics costs. The
ratio of total logistics costs to GDP was 18 % in 2012, almost similar
to the 18.1 % in 2008. This ratio is almost twice that observed in other developed countries. Since 2012, with significant steps taken by
the government and industry players, they have managed to bring
down this number below the 16 % mark. According to the National
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), by reducing the
ratio of logistics costs to the GDP by 1 percentage point, China helps
its industrial businesses save more than 900 billion Yuan or roughly
around $ 135 billion.
China’s Logistics Prosperity Index (LPI), a performance para-meter launched by the China Federation of Logistics and Purchasing
(CFLP) in 2013, compiles the data from survey responses by nationwide logistics enterprises regarding their logistics activities and
inventory levels of the each month. In 2017 so far, China’s logistic
activities were recorded all in the expansionary territory, i.e. a read-

ing above 50 indicates expansion from the previous month, while a
reading below 50 indicates contraction. To gauge the performance
of China’s logistics industry, LPI takes into consideration multiple
parameters such as business volume, new orders, the average inventory, capacity utilization at the warehouses, operating costs and
profits, investments and employment generated in the sector. Apart
from the operating profits and employment, all other sectors are well
above 50 point mark, showcasing a strong robust and expansionary
logistics sector. The drop in employment and operating profits point
towards a significant increase in investment in advanced equipment
and technologies.

Scattered across the value chain
China’s logistics market is fragmented. Basically, the value chain of
logistics can be divided into three kinds of third party logistics companies: freight forwarders, warehousing agents, and express companies. Road transport enterprises account for the largest market
share in terms of the number of enterprises. According to a Logistics
Development Report, published by the CFLP, there were an estimated 800,000 road transport companies in the country. The top 20
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road transport companies accounted for less than 2 % of the market
share. Indeed, most transporters are SMEs and they tend to operate
in single or nearby cities. To find more business opportunities, they
compete with each other on price, instead of other value adding
services. By contrast, domestic as well as foreign large-scale logistics service providers (LSPs) provide in-town transportation along
with all-round logistics services and solutions. Foreign LSPs poses
sophisticated logistics technology, funding, professional expertise,
as well as a comprehensive international network. They offer significant advantages when providing international logistics and express
delivery services. Also, they have the capabilities to fulfill specific
logistics demands, including automobile and cold chain logistics.
As compared with local LSPs, foreign LSPs prove to be superior in
providing value-added logistics services to meet international requirements of clients in China. Having said that, overseas players
are not able to dominate all logistics market segments, particularly
highly-regulated rail cargo and pharmaceutical logistics, and the
newly-emerging e-commerce segments. Since China’s state-owned
logistics enterprises also have a comprehensive network across the
country and close cooperation with the state itself, they have advantages in highly-regulated logistics segments. By contrast, domestic,
private-owned enterprises can provide cheap and efficient delivery
services that are acceptable to price-sensitive clients. These firms
dominate the domestic e-commerce logistics market.

NEWS AND MARKETS

Production logistics demand growing in 
China’s interiors
Over the recent years, a steep hike in labor and production costs in
the traditional manufacturing belt across China’s coastal areas has
prompted industries to migrate their factories to inland, lower-tier
cities. Many enterprises, such as Foxconn, Flextronics, Dell, HP, and
Pfizer, have established new plants or relocated their facilities. This
scattering and relocation of factories is now reshaping the industrial supply chain, as many of these relocated enterprises outsource
their logistics activities to regional LSPs in lower-tier cities, which
poses regional know-how and the cooperation with local regulatory
authorities. However, service quality and logistics competence may
not always be up to standard; very often, the local LSPs fail to comply with expected requirements. Due to the mixed performances
of LSPs in lower-tier cities, many of the relocated enterprises need
to re-assess their inventory policies and schedule additional buffer times for production and distribution. Data from the National
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), shows that more
than 85 % of industrial enterprises outsource only the traditional
logistics functions such as transport and distribution. For those logistics functions that requires more sophisticated skills and techniques, such as advanced warehousing, inventory management
and logistics system design, the outsourcing rates were less than 15
%. The figures reflect the reluctance of industrial enterprises to outsource high value-added logistics services to LSPs. Having said that,
some regional LSPs, which are capable of fulfilling sophisticated
production logistics demands, have now emerged as stronger and
competent players in the region. A number are such logistics firms
have been derived from the large parent manufacturing groups.
For example, Annto Logistics in Anhui province and Zhongpin Logistics in Henan province used to be the logistics arms of an home
appliance group and an agricultural food processing corporation,
respectively. They turned into independent logistics entities, serving their parent clients and handling outside orders as well.

Scope and challenges in e-commerce sector
Scope: Over the last few years, China’s e-commerce market has
been growing by more than 25 %, which is twice the growth rate of
WORLD OF INDUSTRIES – INTRALOGISTICS & DISTRIBUTION 5/2017

the whole retail economy in China. E-commerce now represents
around 15 % of the total retail sales in the country. In 2016, It generated revenues more than 5 trillion Yuan. The majority of items Chinese people order online consist of tangible goods, worth roughly
around 4 trillion Yuan with digital goods making up the rest. Along
with Tier 1 and 2 cities such as Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen,
there continues to be large potential for online sales particularly in
Tier 3 and 4 cities as well. E-commerce penetration is close to 90 %
in Tier 1 and 2 cities, but only around 60 % in Tier 3 and 4 cities. The
population base of online shoppers in Tier 3 and 4 cities is more
than 200 million, offering a serious market potential.
Challenge: Unlike major cities, many lower-tier cities and towns
are remotely situated across the country, with dispersed populations. So, for e-commerce companies, it becomes a costlier affair
to extend their distribution networks to lower-tier cities. Without
economies of scale and sufficient order volumes, companies generally avoid investing heavily in sophisticated logistics infrastructure
in these remote areas. Low transaction volumes and large distances
make inventory management and product fulfillment across the
length and breadth of the country a great challenge. To fulfill orders
across the country, companies commonly adopt a hybrid approach,
with their own logistics facilities and teams serving in major cities
and for more remote areas, they outsource their logistics services to
LSPs and express delivery companies. In May 2013, Jack Ma, founder of the ‘Alibaba’ group, together with some logistics partners, developed the China Smart Logistics Network (CSN) system, which
aims to support seamless information transfer between vendors,
online operators and LSPs. The CSN is now working with an aim to
provide nationwide 24-hour delivery in the coming years.

China’s warehousing issues
Most of the warehouses owned by local LSPs in China are relatively
sub-standard. Furthermore, a poor warehouse layout design and
insufficient material handling equipment affects the efficiency of
warehousing operations. Poor warehousing and inventory management have led to long average inventory periods. According to
the survey by the NDRC in 2011, more than half of the industrial
and commercial enterprises held their inventories for more than
one month. In addition, a lot of warehouse operators do not adapt
to warehouse management systems and in turn fail to synchronize
the inventory data with their stakeholders in a timely manner. Without transparent flow of information, warehouse operators cannot
respond quickly enough to their clients.

Stringent regulations hinder logistics growth
Licensing applications is one such area that causes hindrance for
logistics companies from growing. Logistics companies have to apply for various operating licenses to set up nationwide businesses.
However, licenses are issued by different provincial governments,
with application procedures varying from province to province.
Due to the complexity in dealing with numerous parties, some logistics companies lose their impetus when attempting to develop
inter-regional business. In addition, some local governments impose specific requirements on logistics operations. For instance,
they adopt stringent rules over in-town trucking services, due to
considerations of city traffic control and environmental issues. Also,
the quota for the number of in-town trucking licenses granted to
firms are fixed. Those logistics operators who failed to get proper
licenses could either have to pay higher costs to hire licensed trucking firms to convey the goods, or operate without licenses – with a
risk of being fined.
Photographs: Fotolia

Advanced controls to suppress 
the vertical rotational sway in Cranes

B&R, the automation specialist, is providing a new function for
crane control. Cranes that transport payloads suspended from
sling systems can be particularly sensitive to rotation about the
vertical axis. If left unchecked, this can lead to uncontrollable
sustained oscillations. The new mapp Crane solution suppresses
this rotational sway. The new function also allows a controlled
rotation, which can be helpful in cases where a payload needs to
be positioned at a specific angle. With simultaneous control of
both pendulum and rotational oscillation, payloads can be
brought to their destination with maximum speed and precision.
The ‘mapp Crane’ also offers automatic path correction, which
adjusts for changes to the end position while the crane is in
motion. This is an especially challenging task with regard to path
planning, because the recalculations must account for the
system’s oscillation dynamics in addition to its axis boundaries.
With mapp Crane, this function can now be implemented with
very little programming.
www.br-automation.com

Level sensors that can distinguish
between 2 different liquids or media
The LMC sensor family from ifm electronic
reliably monitors levels, e.g. in
machine tools or wastewater
management, or protects pumps
from running dry. It provides an
extremely high deposit suppression and its rear installation
permits flexible and applicationspecific installation. The LMC
sensor can be set to almost any
liquid or viscous medium as well as
to bulk materials. Permanent
medium temperatures up to 100 °C or a
heavy build-up are no problem as well. With its
switch point setting feature, it can distinguish between two
media. The parameters can be easily set via IO-Link and the USB
interface. The new unit also provides reliable and maintenancefree level detection where other devices reach their limits.
Moreover, the unit that is sheathed by a robust stainless steel
housing is shock and vibration resistant. Default setting at the
factory allows for simple “plug & play”. With IO-Link, the user also
is well prepared for Industry 4.0.

Saws. Storage. And More.
KASTO offers more than high
productive sawing machines
and storage systems for bar
stock and sheet metal: More
incentives, more responsibility,
more ideas, more reliability,
more future for our customers.
KASTO is operating worldwide
with subsidiaries in Germany,
USA, United Kingdom, France,
Switzerland and Singapore.
More about KASTO:
www.kasto.com

www.ifm.com
Saws. Storage. And More.

Vietnam’s e-commerce acceleration to
gain a boost from DHL e-Commerce
DHL e-Commerce, a division of the logistics company,
Deutsche Post DHL Group, has launched its nationwide
domestic delivery operations in Vietnam. The domestic
delivery network will offer a high quality delivery
service across Vietnam and a range of services, tailored
for the booming e-commerce industry, helping small,
medium and large e-tailers and marketplaces increase
their share amidst the rapidly growing Vietnam
e-commerce segment.
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“The Vietnamese e-commerce market represents a huge and relatively untapped potential for local retailers, e-tailers and marketplaces: in 2016, total e-commerce spending hit US$1 billion despite
barely over 50 % of the population being online,” said Charles Brewer, CEO, DHL e-Commerce. “With e-commerce spending expected
to grow at around 23 % per year between now and 2020, local etailers need scalable, high-quality logistics solutions with nationwide coverage more than ever before.”
DHL e-Commerce Vietnam offers domestic delivery nationwide
across the country, managed by hubs and depots strategically located throughout the country. DHL e-Commerce’s fleet of vans
and motorbikes, coupled with regular air and road connections between its hubs, will support next-day delivery in Ho Chi Minh, Hanoi and other primary markets. “Our new domestic delivery service
brings to Vietnam DHL’s extensive experience in designing comprehensive logistics networks, coupled with tailored e-commerce solutions to tackle some of the most pressing roadblocks to e-commerce
growth,” added Brewer. “With e-commerce, consumers are increasingly expecting greater choice, convenience and control in their
delivery experience and we aim to deliver a smile in the last mile
by providing an amazing and customer-centric delivery solution.”
When using the network, local e-tailers can easily assign shipments requiring cash on delivery service through DHL e-Commerce’s online portal, allowing for faster remittance and simpler
management of shipment information. Consumers will also be able
to open, check and return goods at the point of receipt thanks to

From left to right: Malcolm Monteiro, CEO, DHL e-Commerce Asia Pacific;
Thomas Harris, Managing Director, DHL e-Commerce Vietnam; Charles
Brewer, CEO, DHL e-Commerce
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About DHL
The DHL family of divisions offer a portfolio of logistics
services ranging from national and international parcel
delivery, ecommerce shipping and fulfillment solutions,
international express, road, air and ocean transport to industrial supply chain management. With about 350,000
employees in more than 220 countries worldwide, DHL
connects people and businesses securely and reliably, enabling global trade flows. With specialized solutions for
growth markets and industries including technology, life
sciences and healthcare, energy, automotive and retail
and a presence in developing markets, DHL is decisively
positioned as “The logistics company for the world”. DHL
is part of Deutsche Post DHL Group. The Group generated
revenues of more than 57 billion euros in 2016.

DHL’s Open Box Delivery service, better aligning the online shopping experience with their preferred purchasing habits.
“Only 15 % of Vietnam’s e-commerce shoppers paid online in 2016,
making cash on delivery a must-have feature for e-commerce to succeed. That, combined with concerns about the hassle of returns and
refunds, has made growth an uphill battle for many local e-tailers,”
said Thomas Harris, Managing Director, DHL e-Commerce, Vietnam. “We recognize that having a fast and reliable delivery service
won’t solve these issues alone, which is why we’ve tailored our nationwide network to seamlessly handle cash payments with next day
cash remittance and returns to take the burden off local e-tailers so
they can fully focus on growth and customer experience.”

Electric motorbikes in Vietnam as part of DPDHL’s
2050 Zero Emissions commitment
In line with the DPDHL Group announcement to reduce all logisticsrelated emissions to zero by 2050, DHL e-Commerce has begun deploying the use of electric motorbikes in its domestic delivery operations
in Vietnam. The current fleet of vehicles includes a range of electric
motorbikes and the company will be exploring plans to roll out more.
“Practical innovation lies at the core of our domestic delivery networks all around Southeast Asia, and Vietnam is no exception with
its fleet of environmentally friendly electric motorbikes already in action on the streets,” added Thomas Harris, Managing Director, DHL
e-Commerce Vietnam. “Coupled with advances in technology, we
are optimistic that environmentally-friendly delivery methods such
as electric vehicles will be the future of domestic B2C delivery and
we’re pleased to be able to introduce this into Vietnam.”
DHL e-Commerce is part of Deutsche Post DHL Group. In V
 ietnam,
DHL has been present since 1988. DHL e-Commerce focuses on three
main product pillars: first and last mile delivery or domestic delivery
in selected markets; simple and affordable cross-border international
shipping for e-commerce businesses; and fulfillment solutions.
Photograph: DHL

www.dhl.com

SOME THINK
DELIVERY
ERRORS ARE
INEVITABLE.
WE THINK
DIFFERENT.
Running an efficient distribution centre makes a big difference to proﬁtability
and customer satisfaction. That’s why many leading brands put sortation
systems from BEUMER Group at the heart of their supply chain. Through
operational insight and analysis, BEUMER Group is able to deliver complete
automated material handling systems that ﬁt seamlessly into your process.
Offering exceptional speed, capacity and accuracy, our technology makes
a difference to your customers, your brand and your bottom line.
For more information, visit www.beumergroup.com

Mannheim
Antwerpen

Neresheim

PROJECT LOGISTICS

The journey is the best reward
The art of project logistics: When it comes to
transporting complete constructions or industrial
plants to another part of the world, experience, an
experienced team and most of all precise planning are
crucial. The logistics specialist, Hermes Germany, is
well familiar with the obstacles that have to be
overcome en route. The company recently transported
77 prefabricated modular elements for a Chinese
research laboratory from Neresheim in the south of
Germany to the Shanghai region on behalf of M+W
Central Europe.
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H

igh-quality facilities for office buildings and educational and
health institutions are created today as modules made from
prefabricated room cells – within a significantly reduced construction time, at a fixed price and on the agreed completion date. This
modern form of turnkey construction is in demand worldwide,
due not least to the planning and investment security, a comparatively quick implementation and benefits for the environment.
One precondition, however, is an effective supply chain, as the
modules have a considerable size and in some cases have to transported across continents. Whether by truck, rail or ship – a high
level of logistics experience is vital here.

Size matters
For the company contracted by M+W, the ADK Modulraum GmbH
from Neresheim in the south of Germany, these challenges are part
and parcel of everyday business. ADK Modulraum has already

Hangzhou

produced modules for amongst other things a doping laboratory
in the Russian Olympic city of Sochi and for the German embassy
in Kabul.
A biotechnology center with medical laboratory is currently being built in China – All on the basis of modular elements prefabricated by ADK Modulraum. Floors, windows, electrical installations
and technical equipment, for example, are already installed when
the modules are delivered to the site. Around 90 percent of the technologies contained in each individual module are installed by the
M+W engineers at the Neresheim works.
The greatest challenge when it comes to transporting the finished
modules is that they can be up to 30 feet (10 meters) in length and 15
feet (4.5 meters) in width. A logistical masterpiece that ADK Modulraum tackled together with its industrial partner, M+W, and the
specialists from Hermes Germany. “Hermes won the tender with
good proposed solutions and an intelligent product,” says Thomas
Tesfaldet, project manager at Hermes Germany SCS.

Shanghai

First stage
On each of three consecutive days, Hermes moved eight modules
from Neresheim to Mannheim using 65 feet (20 meter) long heavy
goods transporters. Due to their enormous dimensions, this was
only possible at night and with a police escort in order to hinder
other road users as little as possible.
Potential complications also had to be ruled out: Would the
transporters with their oversized freight pass under all bridges and
through all tunnels? What bottlenecks on motorways, highways or
main through roads could become a problem? The experts checked
all the situations along the route in advance in order to be able
to complete the time-critical transport operations smoothly and
punctually. But even the most meticulous planning can be rocked if
the traffic routing measures cannot be initiated as expected.
An unscheduled repair to a motorway tunnel meant that Hermes
Germany had to react at short notice: They quickly had the oppoWORLD OF INDUSTRIES – INTRALOGISTICS & DISTRIBUTION 5/2017

site carriageway of the motorway blocked off so that the modules
could pass through the tunnel on the opposite side. Once the first
stage had been mastered, the cargo was transferred from the road to
the water: In Mannheim, the modules were loaded onto a specially
chartered barge for transport to Antwerp.

Passage to Shanghai
Thanks to precise planning, the logistics experts had 72 hours after
arrival in Antwerp to prepare the modules for their long journey.
They were securely packed for protection against the sea conditions
and climatic zones and finally loaded onto the shipping platforms
provided, the “flatracks” for oversized goods.
“The large seagoing vessels don’t wait, everything had to be ready
on time,” explains Thomas Tesfaldet. The sea transport also made
exceptional demands on the logistics partners: The modules had to
be securely anchored to the flatracks so that remained secure and
stable during the long passage.
Furthermore, the delicate freight had to be transported under
deck in order to protect the interior of the research laboratory as
well as possible. Due to the size of the load – one module on a flatrack takes up the space of ten containers – and the widely varying
load distribution during the passage, the modules also had to be very
clearly marked. That also enabled the quality controls to be carried
out transparently.
After each stage of the transport, Hermes Germany inspected the
freight for possible damage and remedied this, where necessary, in
cooperation with local trade partners. For this, M+W in cooperation with Hermes Germany had appointed an external independent

01 Prehaulage: For

PROJECT LOGISTICS

the first stage of the
journey, the modules are
lifted onto heavy goods
vehicles
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Thomas Tesfaldet,
project manager
at Hermes
Germany SCS and
responsible for
this huge project

surveyor, a person who monitored both the loading and unloading
of the modules and inspected them for quality and condition.
The surveyor constantly documented every movement of the
modules and had all the safety-relevant passes necessary to be able
to move freely around the terminal premises of the shipping companies in order to carry out his work. Safety and cost-effectiveness
formed a perfect symbiosis here. The contact to leading and reliable partners worldwide was a major criterion for the success of the
project.
While the modules were on their way to the port in Shanghai,
preparations for the “last mile” to the construction site were already
in full swing. In order to ensure that the very valuable modules
could be safely transported to their destination, the project coordinators decided to build a dummy. A model of the largest module

02 Arrival in Antwerp: In the early hours of the morning, the modules
are unloaded from the barge and prepared for the passage to Shanghai

was built, loaded onto a flatrack and transported along the selected
route to the site. This enabled critical sections of the route to be
reliably identified and any potential problems to be remedied in
good time.
This was particularly important in view of the situation in China.
“Clocks in China tick differently, and the mentality there is somewhat different from ours,” says Thomas Tesfaldet and adds: “At the
toll stations we sometimes had only about an inch (2 cm) of clearance on the left and right. That was important to know in advance
for optimum scheduling.”

In the right place at the right time
The modules were finally escorted to their final destination, the site
of the research center in Hangzhou, around 125 miles south-west
of Shanghai. The whole delivery process took barely more than 6
months. Construction of the biotechnology center was completed
“just in time”. The preparations, from the invitation to tender by the
M+W Group through to the delivery of the modules at their destination, took a whole year in total.
From the project planning through the loading and crane
handling activities, right up to the worldwide handling of the

transport, including all the customs formalities – a company can
only be successful if it has a strong command of all the classic aspects of project logistics. That means: Meticulous planning and putting the right team together for the job in order to be in the right
place at the right time.
Photographs: Fotolia, Hermes/Processing VFV Layout

www.hermesworld.com

03 Securely sheathed in orange plastic film, the modules now with-

stand even the climatic zones and the sea conditions that they will face
during the several weeks of the sea passage

About Hermes
Based in Hamburg, Hermes Germany is one of the leading logistics service providers in Germany and a partner
to various online shops and multi-channel retailers in
Germany and abroad. The company focuses on national
and international parcel deliveries as well as processing the upstream flow of goods. Hermes Germany is
one of twelve companies that form the internationally operating Hermes Group, which in turn is part of
the Otto Group. The range of services provided by the
companies operating under the Hermes brand covers the
entire value added chain of the trade sector and includes
sourcing, quality assurance, transport, fulfillment, parcel
delivery services and two-man handling services. In the
financial year of 2016, the Hermes Group increased its total turnover to EUR 2,640 million and currently employs
12,618 members of staff. Hermes operates on a global
scale and has its own companies in the UK, Russia, Italy
and Austria.
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Smart logistic on the way to
intelligent manufacturing
In March, China’s National People’s Congress adopted
its new five-year plan. The goals are ambitious:
six-and-a-half percent average annual GDP growth
plus doubling by 2020 both the average income and
economic performance compared to 2010. China plans
to close ineffective companies and deteriorating
facilities, invigorate domestic consumption and
innovation, and modernize its industry.

D

uring CeMAT Asia 2016, integrated system solutions for logistics
had become a hot showcasing spot for many onsite exhibitors.
Industry giants such as Daifuku, SSI Schaefer, Dematic, Swisslog,
TGW, Murata, Vanderlande, Fives, SFA, Autostore, BMHRI, RIAMB,
CSIC, SIASUN, NTI, Vstrong, Gaoke, Damon, Zhong Ding Integration all brought their advanced system integration equipment.
Meanwhile, the intelligent logistics robots, automatic guided vehicle systems as well as forklifts have also become highlights of this
year’s show. National intelligent forklift leaders including Hangcha,
Crown, Linde, JHL, BYD, XGMA, EP and Ruyi presented the concept of intelligent environmental protection of “electric forklift”
which had become the market favorite.

Robot technology increases competitiveness
In recent years, logistics enterprises are faced with increasingly
fierce competition. However, the low equipment modernization
degree of China’s storage and distribution industry and relatively
underdeveloped logistics management results in capacity inability to meet the demands of the growing production and sales. This
year, at CeMAT Asia 2017, Fanuc will present its industrial solution of logistics distribution through robots, which can completely
replace men in terms of handling and palletizing, thus improving the management level of logistics standardization, easing
enterprises’ pressure due to inadequate storage capacity, as well
as improving overall automation and informatization level of the
enterprise.

A wide range of themes

CEMAT ASIA

As the annual leading logistics event in Asia-Pacific region, CeMAT
Asia consists of eight thematic display areas, including system integration and solutions, conveying equipment, automated guided
vehicle systems, forklift truck and parts, hoisting equipment and
parts, pallet and storage racks, auto-ID and machine vision, and
logistic machines. CeMAT Asia is an effective approach to get into
China and a benchmark to the supply chain industry in Asia. The
next edition will be held from October 31 to November 3, 2017 in
Shanghai.
Photographs: Deutsche Messe

www.cemat.com
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Vitronic is managing the e-commerce
boom with efficient Auto ID solutions
In 2016, China’s National Bureau of Statistics released
a report showing that Chinese online shopping was
facing an historical boom. Already the largest
e-commerce economy and exporting country in the
world, the Chinese e-commerce market growth is
predicted to expand even further over the next few
years. Such growth is certain to affect the efficiencies
and complexities of distribution, logistics centers and
for parcel service providers.

T

o help manage increases in freight volume and the growing
demand for faster delivery, Vitronic/Germany has developed
an integrated complete solution for quickly and efficiently capturing packages. The automated DWS (Dimensioning, Weighing and
Scanning) system is designed to shorten the throughput times
while simultaneously capturing relevant data for sortation.
The DWS system automatically reads barcodes and 2D codes
on up to six package sides while simultaneously determining the
package volume and weight with maximum precision. The data is
transmitted to a sorter control system or a higher-level host system.
When stored in a transparent and continually traceable database
this enables full process control and automatic invoicing.

High throughput manual sorting

MATERIAL FLOW

Parcel distributors can double the efficiency of their manual handling and sorting stations with Vitronic’s Auto-ID system, Vicam
Snap. Using a high-performance matrix camera, the system can automatically capture barcodes and 2D codes in a frac-
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tion of a second. The Auto ID solution sits above the workstation
and uses activated compartment lights to show operators where
the parcels should be sorted into with its economical sort-to-light
function. Additionally, an integrated speaker enables the use of a
sort-by-voice function for parcel assorting. Manual triggering is no
longer necessary as codes are read automatically. Operators can
capture goods quickly and easily with the system, vastly increasing
their throughput rate.
The Vicam Snap captures barcodes, 2D codes and characters regardless of their position, orientation and direction. The system has
an additional data archiving function that enables seamless tracing of the shipments. What’s more, damaged and partially covered
codes can be reliably read by the system.

Software – Optimize processes with data analysis
and reliable monitoring
Vitronic software solutions are tailored to meet the complex requirements of digitally connected supply chains and offer a variety
of options to utilize the captured shipment data. All information
can be archived both locally and centrally with web browser accessibility at any time. Detailed evaluations, regardless of location,
form the foundation of targeted process optimization. “The information recorded in real time ensures greater transparency throughout the entire value chain − an important component of Logistics
4.0,” explains Wei jiang Huang, Sales Logistics Automation, Vitronic
Machine Vision (Shanghai) Co. Ltd. “As a result, processes can be
optimized, networked, and analyzed.”
Photograph: Vitronic

www.vitronic.com

Visit Vitronic at CeMAT Asia in
Shanghai:
31 October – 3 November 2017,
Hall 1, Booth C6-2.
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Transnorm reinforces its
commitment in Asia
In response to the continued positive trend in Asian
markets, the Transnorm Group, Harsum/Germany has
reinforced its activities in China and Thailand. After
investing in a new warehouse and a new production
site, the company together with its subsidiary Sovex is
now closer to customers. In this way system
integrators in the airport and parcel sectors and all
areas of intralogistics can be optimally supported from
sales through manufacturing and implementation to
spare parts supply.

CEMAT ASIA
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t was just three years ago that conveyor technology specialist
Transnorm, together with Transnorm System (Shanghai) Co. LTD,
founded a separate sales and service company in Shanghai. That
allowed the company to meet the requirements at the time of its
steadily growing Chinese market, consisting for example of system
integrators in the country active in intralogistics or baggage technology for airports. Through this means the company, previously
known in China mainly as a supplier of key components for baggage systems in airports, successfully intensified its business activities with couriers and express service providers. The scope of
Transnorm’s business in China has accordingly risen significantly
since 2014. The reason for this is certainly booming online business,
which has led to an extremely high volume of parcels. But high export quotas and government initiatives to strengthen the domestic
economy will also ensure continued high economic growth. Logistics in particular will benefit from this. As a result, both local and
WORLD OF INDUSTRIES – INTRALOGISTICS & DISTRIBUTION 5/2017

01 The right combination of

Transnorm modules boosts
throughput in parcel distribution centers of courier and
express service providers

foreign companies have stepped up construction of new distribution and parcel distribution centers. Due to increasing digitization and the rising level of automation that goes with it and also
requires more networking of the relevant conveyor components
and systems, the efficiency of these components and systems is also
increasing. These requirements underscore the demand for maximum availability.
Thus the technical solutions of the Transnorm Group interface
seamlessly with the requirements of digital transformation with Industry 4.0, the Internet of Things (IoT) and the Smart Factory. With
this profile of requirements in mind, integrators and end customers
know Transnorm for its distribution and transportation modules
and solutions that meet these exact requirements. Particular highlights include the tried and tested Transnorm belt curves (Fig. 01),
SmartSort sorters and inclined conveyor belts (Fig. 02). Solutions
developed in conjunction with customers often play a key part.
Telescopic conveyors from Sovex are a perfect addition to this
product range in the loading and unloading sector. An example is
the Bendy Boom telescopic conveyor (Fig. 03) that is setting standards when it comes to ergonomics and flexibility. This product was
developed in close collaboration with important customers in the
parcel sector and illustrates just how well the corporate philosophies of Sovex and Transnorm work together. The process starts
with loading and unloading trucks or containers, etc. using telescopic conveyors from Sovex, and progresses through to conveying
modules and solutions from Transnorm for managing complex and
highly automated processes within the logistics center.

New warehouse in Shanghai and new plant 
in Bangkok
Transnorm is also supporting the high availability which stands behind conveyor technology systems not only with innovative tech-

nology, but also with a new warehouse (Fig. 04) at the site in Shanghai. Spare parts are also kept in reserve there along with a certain
number of the most commonly used conveyor technology modules
for the Chinese market. This allows Transnorm to reduce delivery
time considerably.
As a further indication of the importance of the Asian market,
Transnorm and Sovex have placed a new production plant in operation in Bangkok (Fig. 05). Both Transnorm modules and Sovex
telescopic conveyors are manufactured in this modern production
site. A modern machine park provides the desired level of manufactured depth for key components.
With these activities the Transnorm Group is significantly reinforcing its commitment in the Asian market, is now able to operate
in closer vicinity to customers and has enhanced its capability to
meet customer requirements while offering the technical competence for solutions. Customers also benefit from shorter delivery
times, fast spare part supplies as well as an extensive range of service and maintenance options.

02 Especially in small and medium parcel distribution centers, the

“Transnorm Sorting Modules” concept (TSM) supports the demand for
greater automation

Presence at CeMAT Asia
The Transnorm Group will be present at one of the most important
trade fairs for the Asian market with a larger presentation than last
year. At CeMAT Asia in Shanghai (Hall W2, German Pavilion) interested visitors from qualified specialists can receive information
about technical innovations and their potential efficiency in logistics,
which is becoming increasingly digital. For example the company is
presenting conveyor technology modules that are specially tailored
to intralogistics applications. In addition to the Transnorm modules,
Sovex telescopic conveyors will also be presented at the trade fair
stand for the first time. With these modules Transnorm meets the
high requirements of its customers regarding quality, reliability, ease
of maintenance and integration into the digital value-added chain.
All aspects that ensure efficient and economical system operation.
These modules and solutions are used for example in sorting
and distribution systems for containers and boxes in industry,
commerce and in distribution centers. This wide range of applications ensures that operating system integrators and end users will
receive key intralogistics components optimized for their specific
industry and tailor made for their requirements, especially for the
parcel segment, a sizable segment which especially important for
the Chines market.

03 Efficient loading of deliver vehicles with the Sovex Bendy-Boom
telescopic conveyor

Photographs: Transnorm

www.transnorm.com

04 Closer to the customer. The new warehouse in Shanghai enables
fast delivery of conveyor technology modules and spare parts

About Transnorm
Transnorm is a leading, international manufacturer of
high-performance modules for package freight, container and carton conveyor systems, as well as parcel and
airport baggage flow systems. According to Transnorm’s
own information, the company is a world market leader
in the area of belt curve conveyors, with a market share
of more than 50 percent. With approximately 550 employees worldwide, Transnorm currently generates sales
totaling around 110 million Euro. Since 2015, Sovex is a
Transnorm company.

05 The new production site in Bangkok manufactures conveyor

technology modules and telescopic conveyors for the Asian market
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Lithium-ion technology −
The end of the
lead-acid battery

In 2011, Jungheinrich placed a serial truck, the
EJE112i/114i, with lithium-ion technology on the
market. Now, the Hamburg-based intralogistics group
develops and produces not only trucks but also
electrical/electronic systems including energy storage.
The Energy & Drive Systems division of the company
employs around 270 employees focused on the
development and production of control devices,
battery chargers and lithium-ion batteries. This field is
one of Jungheinrich’s fastest growing business areas.

CEMAT ASIA

E

nergy efficiency is one of the most important topics of our time.
While electric mobility is still largely a dream of the future for
motorists, intralogistics has long be a pioneer when it comes to
electric drive systems. In warehouses the world over, there is a noticeable trend towards electric drive systems and away from internal combustion engines. Jungheinrich alone constructs and sells
more electric trucks every year than the entire German automobile
industry as a whole. Until recently, trucks operated almost entirely
with lead-acid batteries, but lithium-ion technology has begun to
grow disproportionately, and the general trend towards electric
drive systems is accelerating at pace.

Author: Dr. Oliver Lücke, Member of the Board of Management
Engineering Jungheinrich AG, Hamburg
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Jungheinrich systems have the advantage of the batteries, battery
chargers and trucks being perfectly coordinated to one another. A
key factor in this is the ongoing intercommunication between the
individual components.
All in all, this leads to a clear increase in the performance of
electrically operated trucks and in turn, the attractiveness of the
technology for cost-optimized warehouse use. The performance
and energy density of lithium-ion batteries means that in the future, application areas where the use of electrical drive systems
would once have been unthinkable, could see electrified trucks
being used.

High reliability and service life
Lithium-ion batteries are complex systems which, alongside battery cells, also incorporate a sophisticated electronic system which
ensures safe and reliable operation. Each individual lithium-ion
cell of a battery is continuously monitored to ensure that its temperature, voltage and charge status are optimal. This information
is monitored by the Battery Management System (BMS), which
ensures optimum and safe performance at all times. This offers the
user maximum performance with high reliability and an excellent
service life. Service life: Jungheinrich batteries achieve 3000 full cycles (full charge and discharge) and considerably more partial cycles. By comparison, lead-acid batteries tend to achieve just 900 to
1200 cycles, meaning that lithium-ion batteries have a life cycle that
is at least three times longer. Looked at differently, when the classic
lead-acid battery reaches the end of its service life after around four
years, a lithium-ion battery would still have only reached half of its
expected service life.
Jungheinrich offers full integration of truck, lithium-ion battery
and battery charger, all from a single source. This allows for a full

range of innovative solutions. In the future, the customer will be
able to see the status of all batteries or measure the energy consumption and efficiency of individual trucks or the entire fleet at
the push of a button. Other energy management solutions include
calling up the status of a battery on the go from a smartphone or
controlling battery charging and the availability of battery chargers
over an entire fleet so as to avoid waiting times and network peaks,
thus ensuring optimised customer use.
Safety is often seen as critical when it comes to lithium-ion technology. Jungheinrich deliberately uses the safest cell chemistry on
the market, incorporating lithium iron phosphate. These cells have
become the first choice for the logistics industry when it comes to
environmental compatibility, the use of raw materials (no cobalt),
temperature stability and service life.

Cost-efficient in the balance sheet
The crucial question is when does the switch to lithium-ion technology begin to pay dividends for the customer? Lead-acid batteries are, after all, still available and so far at least, are cheaper to buy.
But we are confident that the extra initial investment outlay is worth
it. If you look at the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), many different
applications would be well advised to switch over to lithium-ion
technology. Why? Just looking at the individual charging and discharging cycles, the use of lithium-ion batteries is much more cost
effective than the use of traditional lead-acid batteries.
The example TCO calculation determines the overall system
costs of lithium-ion and lead-acid batteries per month based on
a common Jungheinrich product, the ECE horizontal order picker
with corresponding energy source (24 V 240 Ah). In a first shift, user
values are entered into the calculation template, which are industry
and location specific. For the Jungheinrich ECE model, a comparison is made between the 24 V 240 Ah lithium-ion battery and the

„In the balance sheet, lithium-ion-batteries are
more cost effective than
lead-acid batteries”
24 V 465 Ah lead-acid battery. The significant differences between
the two battery types are in terms of the purchase and operating
costs. A lithium-ion battery costs approx. 75 percent more than
its lead-acid equivalent. The higher purchase costs are, however,
recovered quite quickly thanks to the lower operating costs of the
lithium-ion battery. For example, the time-intensive daily battery
replacements which, in this example are calculated rather conservatively at 6 minutes per replacement, are no longer necessary. In
addition, with lead-acid batteries, water needs to be added to the
battery at least once a week, depending on the operating conditions, which takes around 5 minutes each time. In order to preserve
the performance service life of the battery, regular battery cleaning
is also recommended, to take place every 6 months. In addition, the
total cost calculation for lead-acid batteries also takes into account
the comparatively low energy efficiency on charging (charge factor)
and the considerably lower service life.

Reliable, flexible, energy-efficient
A benefit of lithium-ion batteries that must not be underestimated
is the higher energy efficiency during use. When compared to leadacid batteries, a much greater proportion of the braking energy is

About Jungheinrich
Jungheinrich is one of the world’s leading companies
in the industrial truck, warehousing and material flow
engineering sectors. As a manufacturing service and
solution provider in the field of intralogistics, the company, based in Hamburg, Germany, supports its customers with a comprehensive product range that includes
forklift trucks, shelving systems, services and consulting.
The Jungheinrich share is traded on all German stock
exchanges.

stored in the battery. On the one hand, this reduces energy costs
for the customer while on the other hand, a lithium-ion battery is
capable of using a much lower capacity without sacrificing range or
performance.
Taking into account all of these factors and the higher service life
of the lithium-ion battery, total costs per month come out at approx.
€100 for lithium-ion batteries compared to €145 for their lead-acid
counterparts.
Lithium-ion technologies offer additional benefits that have not
been quantified in this calculation. Since lithium-ion batteries are
maintenance free, the special charging rooms that lead-acid batteries require for gassing are not needed. This generates space savings,
as lithium-ion battery chargers can be installed in the immediate
vicinity of the working areas of the trucks.
When compared directly with lead-acid batteries, trucks equipped
with lithium-ion batteries not only have a higher performance, but
performance remains the same over the entire discharging process.
In contrast to lead-acid batteries, the user will not notice any performance reduction during discharge. This is reflected in noticeably
higher throughput performance.
A final argument in favour of lithium-ion batteries is their suitability for rapid and compensation/intermediate charging. This
helps to increase the availability of trucks, and make availability
more flexible, which in turn has a positive effect on process reliability. Depending on the battery charger that is selected, 50 percent of
the battery capacity may be charged in just 30 minutes. Lithium-ion
batteries equipped with a Battery Management System communicate with the battery and on each compensation charge, e.g. during
the operator’s breakfast break, draw the amount of current appropriate to their charge status. This allows one battery to be used over
multiple shifts.
The calculation does not take into account the capital value considerations for the lithium-ion batteries. Jungheinrich, for example, offers a warranty of five years or 10,000 operating hours for its
lithium-ion batteries. When they are no longer useful in trucks, the
batteries have a high residual value and can be transferred easily to
other uses.
In summary, we can conclude that lithium-ion technology, that is
batteries, battery chargers and trucks, from Jungheinrich is superior
to lead-acid technology in virtually all areas and represents a viable
alternative when the economic considerations are taken into account. The triumphal march of lithium-ion batteries can no longer
be stopped, the end of the lead-acid age in the logistics industry is
beckoning.
Photograph/graphic: Jungheinrich

www.jungheinrich.com
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Dealing with EU stage-V
emission norms intelligently
EU Stage-V standard: Commercial end for many
machines?

Hatz 3H50T engine, an
intelligent solution to deal
with stage-V norms

The new emissions norm is a challenge for many machine
manufacturers. As of January 2019, it will no longer be possible to sell a large number of existing compact machines of more than 19 kW with hydraulic drive under
the new directive. This results in disruption of the
existing entire value chain. The reason for this is that
the design of stage-V engines is complex and also includes the necessary components for exhaust gas
purification, which make the engines considerably bigger. In many compact machines, however,
there is no space for a larger engine as well as the
additional diesel particulate filter. With additional
costs arising due to the exhaust gas cleaning, companies are set to face the decreasing sales margins.
Apart from the challenges at the business end, the new
norms have presented machines manufacturers with an additional
challenge. A diesel particulate filter that is technically required for
stage-V engines above 19 kW only regenerates from a permanent
exhaust gas temperature of 250 °C . These temperatures are seldom
reached in short operating cycles, such as those of a lifting platform
or forklift truck, for example. The consequence: besides the relatively high costs of the diesel particulate filter, its lifetime is low due
to low working temperatures and it wears off quickly.

Downsizing, but more aptly ‘rightsizing’
By intelligently downsizing the engines, machines with
a performance class of 19-37 kW, can be driven
satisfactorily even with engines smaller than 19 kW.
This results in significant savings for machine
manufacturers in terms of time and costs in
implementing the EU stage-V standard.

CEMAT ASIA
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s always, there are two sides of the coin, even in case of the new
EU stage-V emissions standard. This standard is in coherence
with the global climate change agreements and is definitely good
for the environment. But it poses challenges for machine manufacturers in its implementation. The stage-V emissions standard compliant engines having more than 19 kW power are now significantly
more expensive and require considerably more space. The reason
for this is the diesel particulate filter (DPF) without which the emission values in this power class cannot be met. A practical alternative
to this is provided by the cutting-edge and powerful engines without the diesel particulate filter, but with a power output of just less
than 19 kW, that also fulfill the dimensions criterion as well as the
performance ranges with stage-V.

Author: Martin Hain, Product Manager and Team
leader technical sales, Hatz
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In the past many compact machines with hydraulic drives were
equipped with the now obsolete, over-dimensioned engines with a
power between 19 and 37 kW (former EU stage-IIIA emissions standard) in order to achieve the required torque. However, from 2019 due
to stage-V standard, engines above 19 kW in many cases will be practically no longer usable. In order to make sure that machine manufacturers can continue to produce and sell the products at reasonable
costs despite the stage-V standard, there is a alternative. The solution
is based on modern diesel engines of less than 19 kW with sufficiently
high torque in low revolutions with common rail fuel injection and
turbocharger. With the aid of the latest technology and the rightsizing
principle, the power of the engines is matched to the requirements of
the machine without the bothersome diesel particulate filter.
To utilise smaller engines of less than 19 kW, only minor adaptations
are required in the specifications of the machines. For example: A fork
lift truck has a weight of 2,600 kg and was previously equipped with a
diesel engine of 23.6 kW. This means that, from 2019, this fork lift truck
falls under the new emissions standard and may no longer be offered
without emission optimization with diesel particulate filter. The specifications in drive mode are for a maximum speed of 5.5 kilometers per
hour with a 25 % gradient. This results in a required power of 23.6 kW.
If the speed in the specifications is reduced to 4.2 kilometers per hour
with the same gradient, this results in a required power of 18 kW, which
makes it an engine of less than 19 kW. In practice, this speed reduction
means an almost slowing by just 30 centimeters per second.
Along with speed, the gradient can be used as a variable just as
well. The same fork lift truck reaches a maximum speed of 20 kilometers per hour at a gradient of 6.5 %. The calculated power is 23 kW.

01 Stage V without DPF due to rightsizing

02 Practical example: Forklift truck 2600 kg

If the gradient is reduced to 5.2 % this results in a required power of
18.4 kW. Because fork lift trucks are mainly used on relatively level
ground, the marginal reduction of the gradient would hardly be noticeable in practical operation. These calculation examples are not
isolated cases and can be applied to other compact machines with
reasonable costs for compliance with the stage-V standard. The basis for this are modern engines of less than 19 kW, such as the Hatz
3H50T. This engine has been specially constructed for low emissions
at a very high torque. This is achieved by state-of-the-art technology on an already existing engine and the expertise of the company.
Hatz is taking a renewed approach and has newly constructed its
H-series engines from scratch. As a result, the engine can fully exploit the benefits of common rail injection technology, for example,
which would not be possible with an older engine technology.

reached at 1300 revolutions, which in many cases exceeds even
the torque of older engines of the 19-37 kW class. This ensures, for
instance, that torque intensive capacities can be mastered without
any problem. In comparison to an engine solution without turbocharger, the low speed of the Hatz engine means that noise emission is reduced by around two thirds.
The Hatz 3H50T puts the manufacturers of compact machines in
a position of intelligently implementing stage-V, and safeguards investments already made in the construction of their machines.
Photographs: Motorenfabrik Hatz

www.hatz-diesel.com

Highly efficient modern engines with EU stage-V
compliance
New production processes and materials in Hatz engines below
19 kW ensure resilience, even at higher loads. A smaller displacement engine with turbocharger technology and the common rail injection system from Bosch in the off-highway version, delivers a high
operational effficiency even at low engine speeds. The Hatz H-series
engines without exhaust gas after-treatment reach an extremely low
particulate mass that actually undercuts the permissible value by a
factor of ten. In stage-V, this value is 0.4 grams per kWh.
The full power of 18.4 kW of the new Hatz 3-cylinder engines
is reached at only 1350 revolutions. Also, the fact that more than
enough force is available is proven by the supercharged Hatz engines with 1.5 litres displacement. A torque of 130 Nm is already

About Motorenfabrik Hatz
Motorenfabrik Hatz GmbH & Co. KG, with its head office
in Ruhstorf an der Rott, Germany, is a globally active diesel engine manufacturer. It develops and manufactures
diesel engines in a power range from 1.5 to 62 kW, and
are used in the fields of construction machinery, compressors, commercial vehicles, agricultural machinery,
handling equipment as well as in ships. The family owned
company employs more than 900 employees worldwide,
out of which, more than 5 % of them are involved in R&D.
The company’s global network comprises of more than
500 service centers, 13 with their own subsidiaries and
more than 110 Hatz agents in 120 countries.
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“We provide answers to the
challenges of our times”
In order for Industry 4.0 to become reality, the AGV
also needs to be “rethought”. In this context, the
opinions of Niels Jul Jacobsen, the Chief Technology
Officer (CTO) of Mobile Industrial Robots, in
conversation with the editor will make you sit up and
take notice.

Automated guided vehicle systems are currently experiencing a
renaissance. What do you think is the reason for this?

AUTOMATED GUIDED VEHICLE SYSTEMS

The market demands on manufacturing companies have increased rapidly in recent years. The flexibility of production technologies is the key to being able to continue operating profitably.
Automated guided vehicle systems, in particular mobile robots
such as those we develop and produce, take precise account of
this requirement. Over the past ten years, mobile technologies
have come a long way. Initially, their use was associated with high
levels of investment and costly planning. Many classic AGV systems were hardly flexible at all with respect to their navigation
technologies. Changes in the material flow layout led to high additional costs. Mobile robotics have led to a completely new starting point. Not only are our robots affordable, but they are also easy
to implement and can be adapted to new tasks at any time.

Is the market potential for AGV systems so great that the new
manufacturers, who have recently emerged on the market, will
survive in the long term?
It is my opinion that the companies that survive and determine
the direction of the market will be those that best understand the
technology of autonomous mobile robots and also know how to
use it for market-relevant solutions. Whether a manufacturer has
only recently entered the market or has been around for a long
time plays no part in this. However, it is usually the case that it is
primarily the younger competitors who profit from changes in the
market. Companies with a long tradition and development history
generally find it more difficult to react flexibly to changes in the
market, which can sometimes occur rapidly. We at Mobile Industrial Robots have an advantageous starting point here: Our company is still relatively young, but we were one of the first manufacturers to launch mobile robots on the market. We resolutely exploit this advantage. The flexibility of our products and our expertise allow us to react quickly to the requirements of operators and
to market needs.
You mentioned that your company is also one of the comparatively new players on the market. What was your initial vision
when you founded Mobile Industrial Robots in 2013?
Our vision is to bring automation into a sector where it was previously not viable. Specifically, this means that we enable our customers to automate almost any type of internal transport task,
thereby freeing up the resources of their employees to undertake
WORLD OF INDUSTRIES – INTRALOGISTICS & DISTRIBUTION 5/2017

other tasks within the company. This vision was born in the autumn of 2011: I returned from a conference in Boston that dealt
with the question of how to use robots commercially. During the
conference, I realised that the opportunities presented by this new
technology are not yet being fully exploited. It was this moment
that gave birth to the idea for Mobile Industrial Robots. Over the
subsequent two years, we worked consistently on its implementation and, in 2013, our first robot, the MiR100, was ready for the
market.
Alongside a business idea in the AGV sector, there are also
products and equipment. What options do you offer the
potential operator?
In principle, our mobile robots are automated solutions for the
internal transport of goods from A to B. We currently offer two
model options: The previously mentioned MiR100 and the
MiR200, which are named according to their load capacity in kilograms. An extensive portfolio of additional modules is available
for the two mobile helpers. We ourselves market the MiRHook, a
transport and towing system for carts. Other additional modules

I

n the AGV segment, the companies that survive and determine
the direction of the market will
be those that best understand
the technology of autonomous
mobile robots and know how use it
for market-relevant solutions
Niels Jul Jacobsen, Chief Technology
Officer (CTO) of Mobile Industrial
Robots

such as conveyor belts or lifting devices are available via our sales
partners. We are following an open approach with regard to areas
of application. At the end of the day, the operator is offered a wide
variety of possible applications, from which they can choose the
appropriate configuration.
With its headquarters in Odense / Denmark, how is your
company positioned in terms of sales and after sales?
From the outset, we have worked hard to establish a broad network of sales partners in conjunction with whom we are able to
advise and support our end customers on site. In Germany, we
now have twelve partners who are familiar with the various industries. This is important because we are offering a comparatively
new product and must therefore provide intensive consultations.
With their expertise and experience, our partners make an important contribution to ensuring that users understand the versatile
applications of the MiR robot. They demonstrate to our customers
which improvements are possible in the field of intralogistics and
make them aware of the potential offered by this technology.

In Production and Logistics, processes have to be adapted more
and more quickly to match changing requirements. This requires
flexible material flow solutions. How can you fulfil this requirement with your systems?
Actually, flexibility in particular is one of the core challenges of
our time. And that’s precisely where we come in at Mobile Industrial Robots. Due to the simple programming and intuitive operation via any mobile terminal, users can easily adapt our vehicles
to new production or material flow layouts at any time. And
thanks to a variety of sensors and camera systems, the mobile
helpers are able to work and operate autonomously and with
absolute safety alongside the human employees in an unknown
and dynamic environment.
In your view, what are the technological trends in the autonomous vehicles sector?
One of the main trends is certainly the close interlinking of the
work of man and machine. Here, the recent past has shown that,
from one generation to the next, robots gain a better understanding of how their human counterparts work and become
more adaptive in this respect. We are also researching and working on this topic at MiR: The more the robot understands and
experiences the paths and transport routes of people and vehicles in a factory or logistics centre, the better it can interact
with them.
What do you think will be the major challenges faced by our
intralogistics industry in the future?

You have already mentioned it in one of your questions in this
conversation and I entirely agree with you: The greatest challenge
is the constantly increasing need for flexibility. One of the crucial
questions of intralogistics is therefore: How is it possible to further
optimize production and delivery structures in a world where
customer needs can change almost instantly? We have succeeded
in providing the system operators with an absolutely vital component for ensuring the all-encompassing flexibility of their structures. The market response speaks for itself.
Photo: MiR

The questions were asked by Winfried Bauer, Editor-in-chief of
World of Industries – Intralogistics & Distribution

About MiR
Mobile Industrial Robots has its headquarters in Odense,
Denmark, where the company was founded in 2013 by
experienced representatives of the Danish robotics industry. MiR develops and sells mobile robots for the internal
transport of goods in industry and the healthcare sector.
Within just a short time, this pioneer in mobile robotics
has established a global sales network with dealers in
more than 35 countries. Since the company’s foundation,
it has recorded steep growth, increasing by 500 percent
from 2015 to 2016 alone. The company has recently
established branch offices in Shanghai and New York.

Here you see our
fastest
stacker crane
in action

We call it “dynamic warehousing“.
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Transfers made easy − flexible conveying of
standard and oversize baggage in airports
Short layover and transfer times at airports require
reliable and fast baggage handling especially at peak
times. Beumer Group provides the perfect solution
with its autover high-speed baggage conveying
system. The system supplier developed the intelligent
autoca vehicles for quick and careful transport of
standard suitcases, bags and oversize baggage to their
intended destination. They convey baggage items of
different shapes and sizes on the same rails and at the
same speed.

MATERIAL FLOW

T

he Beumer autover system is comprised of a passive rail system
and individual vehicles, the autoca (Image). Each of those vehicles receives orders from a central unit that is equipped with the
logistic software BeSS (Beumer Sortation System). After check-in,
they are driven to their destination autonomously, quietly and independently from each other with a speed of up to ten kilometers
per hour and a maximum item load of 50 kilogram. Their on-board
controller computes the ideal route. Furthermore, the vehicles can
deposit bags in, and withdraw bags from, early bag storage. If one
of the x-ray devices fails, the autoca with the baggage that needs
to be scanned is directly diverted to a device that is ready for use.
This ensures a high degree of operational reliability. “New segments
can be easily added, in case the rail system at the airport needs to
be extended,” explains Thomas Frank, Senior Systems Manager
Airport at Beumer Group. The baggage conveying system requires
little space, because narrow curves and switch points are used with
small radii of 1.25 meters. The vehicles also navigate long distances
and challenging layouts that include climbs and drops.

From suitcases to surfboards
“We continued to develop the autoca vehicles further, in order to
make our high-speed baggage conveying system even more flexible
WORLD OF INDUSTRIES – INTRALOGISTICS & DISTRIBUTION 5/2017

and adaptable to very different baggage items,” reports Frank. The
goal was to transport standard suitcases and baggage items with
lengths of up to 2.5 meters with different carriers in the same rail
system and at the same speed, getting them to their destination
quickly and gently. Depending on the transported items, the autoca
vehicles are used with belts or containers mounted on the vehicles.
“This means that we can now use the autover to also safely transport oversize baggage like surboards, skis, umbrellas or strollers,”
emphasizes Frank. During operation, the number of active vehicles
can be automatically adjusted to the number of items to be transported in order to minimize energy and maintenance costs. The autover then transfers the baggage seamlessly to other systems, such
as the tote-based baggage transport and sortation system “CrisBag”
from the Beumer Group product range.
The new autoca, with the designation NG III, now has a concave
shaped belt with a grid pattern. This prevents even suitcases with
wheels from slipping. “The previous model used a smooth and even
belt,” reports Frank. “In order to secure the load, both sides were
equipped with flaps that could open and close automatically during
loading and unloading.” These are now no longer necessary. Beumer engineers have instead made the side walls higher and equipped
them with a robust sheet metal structure. Six photocells in

About Beumer Group
The Beumer Group is an international leader in the
manufacture of intralogistics systems for conveying,
loading, palletizing, packaging, sortation, and distribution. With 4,000 employees worldwide, the Beumer
Group has annual sales of about EUR 750 million.
Beumer Group and its subsidiaries and sales agencies
provide their customers with high-quality system solutions and an extensive customer support network around
the globe and across a wide range of industries, including
bulk materials and piece goods, food/non-food, construction, mail order, mail and airport baggage handling.

each vehicle permanently monitor the position of the baggage item,
so it can be centered during the transfer.

Optimized design for maintenance
In order to make maintenance easier, this new version has the entire
drive technology located on one side of the vehicle. The wiring was
moved to the back side. For better positioning, the conveyor drive
was equipped with a new pulse generator. The Beumer engineers
also installed a central processing unit that is four times faster. This
considerably improves its utilization and the response time of the
system compared to the previous version.
In order to guarantee a smooth operation, the self-diagnostic
functions of the autoca vehicles check in autonomously for maintenance at customizable intervals, if necessary. Just one mouse click
and the corresponding vehicle drives towards the central maintenance area. This does not influence the remaining baggage transport. If required, operators can receive a text message notifying
them of vehicles due for service. “But thanks to contactless energy
and data transmission, the operational and maintenance costs are
very low for our autover,” explains Frank. The lack of wear parts,
and a rail system that is essentially maintenance-free, reduces to-

I

nternational airports such
as Moscow-Sheremetyevo
rely on the visionary autover
high-speed baggage conveying system for reliable and
flexible baggage handling
Thomas Frank,
Senior Systems Manager,
Airport, Beumer Group

to screening and discharge,” says Frank. “At Montreal airport for example, we tied in the autover directly with various phases of security checks.” At any point in time, each baggage item can be clearly
assigned to an autoca vehicle and to the passenger: Any bag, which
is deposited in the early baggage storage system by the autoca, is
not released and transported to its final destination until a passenger and that passenger’s corresponding baggage have been identified as “secure”.

Moscow-Sheremetyevo: Secured for the future
Besides Montreal, the Beumer autover is already used at other international airports such as Dubai, UAE, and Nice, France, and will
soon be in operation in Stansted, UK, and Russia’s largest airport
Moscow-Sheremetyevo. The current volume of passenger traffic is
31 million per year. The operator’s strategy is to handle an increased
volume of 40 million passengers by 2030. In order to achieve this,
they are expanding their northern terminal complex. Almost two
kilometers separate it from the southern part of the airport. They are
connected via a tunnel. It is planned to equip the tunnel with the
autover, so that the connecting times for passengers can be shortened.
Beumer Group’s scope of supply includes the design, manufacture, supply, installation, commissioning and the implementation
of the baggage conveying system. Installation work began in February 2017. The overall rail length will be almost five kilometers. 187
Beumer autoca will be in operation. The goal is to move 900 baggage items per hour, in each direction. “The rails operate without
any moving parts, which means that only minimal maintenance
work will be necessary in the tunnel,” says Vladislav Dementiev,
General Director Beumer Russia. By opting for the autover system,
Moscow-Sheremetyevo will be able to minimize the baggage connecting times between the terminals. Each baggage item will be
properly handled and transported to the correct destination. The
airport will become the most important aviation hub in Russia.
Photographs: Beumer Group

tal operating costs. “If baggage volume is low, the autoca vehicles
simply drive into their preset parking zone and wait for their turn.
This saves additional energy,” says Frank. The system also provides
complete compliance with fire protection regulations: If the baggage conveying system runs through fire protection zones, the rails
are automatically raised in case of fire allowing fire protection doors
to close.

www.beumergroup.com

Seamless tracking
The Beumer autover allows only one baggage item per load carrier
or container. This improves traceability and safety. During each
processing phase, the transported item can be located with absolute accuracy. This becomes increasingly important since in recent
years, airports and airlines have wanted to provide this as a service
to passengers. Meeting the requirements of IATA Resolution 753,
which will come into effect in June 2018, is another factor of having
this ability. It basically states that members of the International Air
Transport Association will have to be able to more precisely track
the baggage of their passengers.
Beumer Group’s autover uses the Independent Carrier System
(ICS) that meets the high demands coming from passengers and
authorities. “Our system guarantees absolute traceability during
each transport phase, because each item remains in the same container or on the same belt, from check-in and early baggage storage

The intelligent autoca vehicles are now capable of transporting standard
baggage such as suitcases and bags and oversize baggage on the same
rail system and at the same speed
WORLD OF INDUSTRIES – INTRALOGISTICS & DISTRIBUTION 1/2017   
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Drives that power one of the largest
parcel distribution centers in Australia
The company BCS, provider of solutions in
intralogistics and conveyor systems has built a
modular and intelligent facility that takes in parcels,
sorts them, and loads them into trucks in the newly
built sorting and distribution center in Melbourne. For
the configuration of the drive units, BCS chose the
expertise of the German drive specialist Nord
Drivesystems.

A

new distribution center in Melbourne with a capacity of 35,000
parcels every hour gives Australia’s largest mover of freight, Toll
IPEC, an edge over its competitors in the booming sector of shipping merchandise for e-commerce businesses. With the new distribution center, Toll IPEC has instantly tripled its capacity in the
Australian metropolis. Plant manufacturer BCS has designed and
implemented an automated facility with more than 1,000 conveyor modules. This extensive installation handles everything from
arrival into depot and parcel registration to tracking through the
entire facility, overall system control, high-speed sorting, and loading onto trucks. The conveyors stretch across hundreds of meters
and multiple levels, and it is often necessary to change belt speeds
or reverse the direction at various points. “We were looking at over
1,000 variable frequency drives,” says Frank Kassai, Engineering
Manager at BCS. “They range from 0.37 up to 5.5 kW.”

Complete drive solutions from a single source

MATERIAL FLOW

Nord drivesystems, the German drive specialist, configured all the
required drive sizes based on geared motors and frequency invert-

ers manufactured in-house. The key product categories were twostage ‘Nordbloc.1’ helical bevel gearboxes, which the company
developed especially for intralogistics applications. Extremely compact and easy to handle, the gear units are nevertheless very sturdy
and offer a long service life. The wide range of gear ratio (i=3.58 to
70) allows for a very precise configuration to individual requirements. It is important for BCS that the gearboxes can be mounted
on various shaft sizes without any changes being made to the shafts.
This way, although the facility comprises various types of conveyor
modules, the variety of different drives can nevertheless be limited
to an easily manageable level. Engineering Manager at BCS, Frank
Kassai highlights the gear units’ high efficiency. The inverters, too,
have been especially designed for conveyor applications. The motor-mounted electronics create fully integrated m
 echatronic drive
units. The ‘Nordac Flex’ inverter series covers motor ratings from
0.25 up to 22 kW. Interfaces for all commercially available fieldbuses, like the industrial Ethernet protocols, are available for networking the AC vector drives in the field and c onnecting them to
the system controller.

Easy installation and commissioning
“The Toll Melbourne courier project was the largest of its kind
delivered by BCS in Australia,” says Kassai. “So it is nothing short
of remarkable that the installation and commissioning processes
worked seamlessly. We were able to save a lot of time in commissioning because Nord supplied ready-to-use drive packages,
fully pre-installed and pre-parameterized.” The individual units
were neatly numbered according to their allocated positions, so
it was easy to match them to the right conveyor module during
the installation. The hollow-shaft gearboxes were fitted directly
onto the machine shaft with shrink discs. They are all equipped
with a torque arm, which only had to be screw-fastened to the

More than 1,000 drives move the conveyor
belts in the parcel distribution center

About Nord Drivesystems
A developer and manufacturer of drive technology for over
50 years, Nord Drivesystems employs more than 3,300
people and is one of the world’s leading suppliers of drive
solutions. In 2016, the company’s gross sales amounted
to EUR 560 million. With subsidiaries and distributors
in 89 countries around the world, Nord has an extensive service network. Nord’s wide variety of gears covers
torques from 10 Nm to 250 kNm and more. The company
also supplies motors with outputs from 0.12 kW to 1,000
kW and manufactures frequency inverters up to 160 kW.
Nord’s inverter line-up features conventional models for
installation in control cabinets as well as fully integrated
drive units and the all-new field distribution systems for
decentralized automation environment.

01 The drives consist of an especially slim helical bevel gearbox,
a high-efficiency motor, and a frequency inverter
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machine frame at a single point. Thus, the installation efforts
were much reduced compared to a flange mounting with up to
eight screws. Kassai adds: “The maintenance and installation is
made easy by the fact that Nord offers plug-in connections. This
enables the operator to change a motor drive in a few minutes,
instead of needing an electrician to physically rewire a new motor drive.” The company has also fitted each AC vector drive with
a maintenance switch for easy and safe mains disconnection. If
an AC vector drive needs to be r eplaced, the parameters can be
transferred to the replacement unit using a pluggable ‘EEPROM’
module.

www.mayr.com
MAYR-Englisch.indd 1

02 ‘Nordac Flex’ distributed

drives move horizontal
belts as well as inclined
conveyors – and also take
care of the more demanding
brake management associated with inclined loads

Inverters with load monitoring and brake
management
With its robust drive electronics, Nord was able to supply fully integrated, pluggable drive units, which greatly reduced the necessary
cabling effort for the plant manufacturer BCS. The distributed inverters are mechanically resistant, have a high overload capacity,
and resist typical interferences such as fluctuating mains voltages
or rapid temperature changes. Since they also integrate comprehensive protection mechanisms, BCS saves the cost for installing
and wiring control cabinet components such as motor protection
switches and reversing contactors. The inverters monitor overvoltage, under-voltage, excess temperatures, short circuits and
over-current (I²t) and thus prevent downtime, damage to the drive
and interference on the supply network. In the Toll IPEC distribution center, they are used to driving horizontal as well as inclined
conveyors. Hoist technology is another textbook application for
these systems in which they have been tried and tested many
times over. The inverters support four-quadrant o
 peration, i.e. acceleration and braking in both directions. They enable wear-free
brake actuation, precise speed control, high starting torques, and
safe torques.
The distribution center is not the first joint project between BCS
and Nord and will not be the last. In addition to other facilities of
this type, the companies have in the past also collaborated on baggage handling systems for Australian airports. The cornerstone of
their continued cooperation is Nord’s engineering expertise and
extremely reliable service that has always met the high expectations
of BCS. Kassai says: “We are very happy with the support from Nord.
Nothing has been a problem.”
Photographs: Getriebebau Nord GmbH & Co. KG

www.nord.com
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All change in fashion logistics

WAREHOUSING

In recent years, the fashion industry has undergone a
structural transformation. The traditional, European
division of seasons into “spring/summer” and “autumn/
winter” continues to fade away, giving way to inter-season
and special collections. Buyers are less inclined to make
their way to stores; they prefer to buy their clothes online.
As many as every eighth present under the Christmas tree
is bought on the internet, with clothes and technology
counting among the most popular items.
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or online and mail-order businesses, the fourth quarter
around the Christmas period sees the highest sales of the year.
Almost 30 percent of annual sales are generated in these three
months. E-commerce is also stimulated by promotions on specific days, such as “Black Friday” and “Singles’ Day” as well as
other discount events. At the same time, big data analytics used
by retailers support this trend by creating offers and buying incentives individually tailored to the consumer. Total sales in ecommerce are rising rapidly, while the number of products per
order is decreasing: the customer buys less but more often. This
leads to an exponential increase in the number of deliveries in
the online and mail-order sector. In 2016, the volume of parcels
delivered in Germany rose to almost 2.5 billion packages.
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01 The Cuby one-level shuttle system is a solution with a flexible

design, in terms of capacity and performance − for high availability and
energy efficiency with attractive costs

The trend towards ever-smaller units with higher dynamics and
complexity has a pronounced effect on the logistics processes involved. As a result of the enormous growth in – and the increasing
relevance of – e-commerce, retailers are taking logistics into their
own hands again. Up to now, they preferred to outsource these
tasks to external suppliers. Ultimately, online and offline sales
channels and stocks are no longer maintained in parallel, but instead in a combined manner. Furthermore, both stores and end
customers are supplied with goods from one logistics center. In addition to this, an efficient returns management system is essential:
returned goods need to be available for purchase again as quickly
as possible. The return rate in the sector averages 40 to 50 percent.
Another trend is the customer’s expectation to receive their delivery
within one to two days. Some large online shops are already offering
same-day delivery and delivery slots at times that suit the customer.
This means the order must be processed just as quickly in the logistics center in order to be able to dispatch late orders after 4 pm on
the same day.

An extensive portfolio of solutions
E-commerce and the resulting increasingly high dynamics in the
internal material flow have changed the logistics structures and
present intralogistics providers with new challenges. SSI Schaefer
offers customers in the fashion industry products and solutions tailored to their individual needs with the optimum degree of automation. Their highly scalable system solutions ensure quick, efficient
and flexible processes for internal transport, storage and picking to
improve productivity, transparency and ergonomics.
The Cuby one-level shuttle system (Image 01) is a solution with
a flexible design, in terms of capacity and performance, for storing flat goods in bins or cartons weighing up to 35 kg. SSI Schaefer
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02 After placing goods

from stock in pockets
of the SSI carrier pocket
sorter, these can be
easily sequenced and
sorted according to
customer orders

03 Whether bins,

cartons, trays or
goods on hangers – the conveying
vehicle Weasel
masters almost all
transport tasks −
Gently and safely,
the goods are
delivered to their
destination

WAREHOUSING

showcased this solution at CeMAT 2016. The Cuby can be dimensioned over a length of up to 100 m and a height of up to 15 m and
as many aisles as desired. In this way, it offers the maximum possible storage density, thanks to the streamlined travel paths for the

„Dynamic material flow solutions are the key to
efficient e-commerce in the fashion industry with
it´s high proportion of returned goods”
single-deep shuttles and the optimum utilization of space on the
rack lines with double-deep storage compartments, and all with a
minimal division of levels.
SSI Schaefer’s latest solution hails from the field of overhead conveying systems: with the compact and versatile SSI Carrier System
(Image 02), a high throughput of goods weighing up to 3 kg can be
transported, dynamically buffered and sequenced. Bags or hanging
WORLD OF INDUSTRIES – INTRALOGISTICS & DISTRIBUTION 5/2017

goods can be attached to the overhead SSI Carrier. What is more,
the system runs on maintenance-free rollers and can achieve a
throughput of up to 10,000 load carriers per hour thanks to a driven
circulating conveyor. The speed of the conveyor can be adapted to
the properties of the goods.
Another example of a transport solution for bins and cartons or
with an attachment for hanging goods on clothes hangers is the
“Weasel” (Image 03) automated guided vehicle (AGV). Designed
for internal transport operations, the vehicle is both flexible and
scalable. As no complex installation work on the floor is required
to install the system, pedestrian and vehicle routes – not to mention
escape routes – are not intersected.

Meeting the challenges of fashion logistics
The real challenge comes in the form of ever more complex processes in fashion logistics, owing to factors including multi-channel
distribution and higher quotas of returned goods. In order to meet
these challenges, SSI Schaefer combined its IT expertise into one

dedicated, strong division since the beginning of 2017. The newly
founded SSI Schäfer IT Solutions GmbH brings together the process knowledge of around 800 IT experts, who are responsible for
implementing and integrating intralogistics projects, and developing new IT solutions. SSI Schäfer IT Solutions GmbH is supported
in its global project management and customer service tasks by a
further 300 IT employees based at international sites. SSI Schaefer’s proprietary warehouse management and material flow system,
“Wamas”, is the tool of choice. This controls and manages the varied
SSI Schaefer components and systems and displays the customer’s
logistics processes.
It is these very business processes that increasingly set the fashion industry apart from other sectors. While many retailers think in
terms of seasons when selecting products for their stores, fashion
retailers have come to change their assortment several times within
one season – the traditional “spring collection” does not usually
suffice. In order for the employees in the shops to focus solely on
sales-related activities, an increasing number of business processes
are being relocated from shops to distribution centers. While this
previously involved tasks such as hanging goods on hangers, pricetagging them and attaching security tags, fashion logistics providers are now required to deliver the goods to the stores in an order
that corresponds to the shop layout. This is the only way to sort the
goods quickly and efficiently (shop-friendly delivery).
The high proportion of returned goods brings another special
feature for fashion logistics: the management of employees when
checking and preparing returns. All substeps of what is known as

About SSI Schaefer
The SSI Schaefer Group is the world’s leading provider
of modular warehousing and logistics solutions. It
employs over 9,500 people at its group headquarters
in Neunkirchen (Germany) as well as at more than ten
domestic and international production sites, and at approximately 70 worldwide operative subsidiaries. Across
six continents, SSI Schaefer develops and implements
innovative industry-specific answers to its customers’
unique challenges. As a result, it plays a key role in shaping the future of intralogistics.

reverse logistics need to be reduced, wherever possible, in terms
of the operational logistics requirements using IT-supported processes. With these and many other intralogistics solutions – which
are intelligently combined into one system using Wamas – SSI
Schaefer offers a unique product spectrum for modern and efficient e-commerce and multi-channel distribution in the fashion
industry.
Photographs: SSI Schäfer

www.ssi-schaefer.com

How far will we go in our pursuit of outstanding quality? There are not
enough words in the dictionary to express this. Each project is different and
unique. STAHL CraneSystems’ engineers rise to every challenge, even
one that appears to be insoluble. All around the world, we work hand in hand
with a network of 9 subsidiaries and over 140 partners. That’s the Art of
Engineering. That’s STAHL CraneSystems.

SAP’s ERP system improves business operations for India’s packaged food industry

A brief overview of the opportunities, SAP’s ERP offers
to food and beverage industry, with typically large
product volumes and tight profits margins in one of
the most cost conscious markets like India.

SOFTWARE

F

or the packaged foods industry, everyone from a crawling toddler
to a retired person is a consumer. This sector is blessed with the
largest target audience as everybody likes to snack. The packaged
food domain includes bakery and dairy products, canned and frozen processed food, ready-to-eat meals, health products and drinks,
chocolates, salty snacks and a large variety of local delicacies, which
are amongst the favourite items on the snack list. The packaged

Author: Sushen Doshi, Correspondent India,
World of Industries – In tralogistics & Distribution
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foods industry in India is roughly estimated to be at $ 50 billion in
2017 and is expected to reach more than $ 60 billion by 2018-19.
With improving consumer spending patterns in India, this industry
sector is expected to grow at rate of 14-15 % for the next two to three
years. This sector has a handful of large and organized companies
which have a significant market share. Historically and even today,
the packaged food segment is dominated by brands that are in-expensive and rudimentary, but in the coming years the share of these
products is expected to decline as its market has reached a point of
saturation. With rising incomes, consumers are now lured towards
premium products and market share of the premium range is set
to increase by 2019 as manufacturers are now aggressively entering
this segment on account of higher prevalent margins. Increase in
disposable income, changing lifestyles and growth in organized retail are the main drivers of this industry. Latest trends witnessed in
the industry reveal that companies are focused on deploying latest
technologies to improve the entire business eco-system, right from
the quality of products with better tastes, newer flavours, improved
packaging to optimized planning, production and logistics.

automation that delivers®

Visit Intelligrated at CeMat ASIA booth #C4-1

Everybody is familiar that India is a huge country with more than
a billion people, but it’s not that simple to define India. India has
a vast cultural and socio-economic diversity, which directly affects
the tastes and likings of the people in the region. In order to succeed, companies require an in-depth understanding of the Indian
consumer’s psyche and tastes. Companies with leading market
share in the industry offer more than 50 brands that cater to India’s
taste pallet. Some of the larger and more successful food companies are now reaching an annual production outputs of more than
1,000,000 tonnes (1 million metric tonnes). To achieve those levels
of output, the effort required in terms of production planning, raw
materials’ planning, logistics and the entire supply chain system is
humungous and is proving to be an extremely exhaustive task for
the management teams sitting at the headquarters.
For most of the companies, their current production and logistics
approach was appropriate in the 1990s. But with rising commodity
prices, companies are finding it extremely challenging to keep their
profit margins in line with such high product volumes and 100s of
pack sizes in different flavours being manufactured at numerous locations across the length and breadth of India. Catering to the entire
Indian audience is rewarding but it also has tremendous expenditures involved. In order to reduce the costs, optimize the processes
and at the same time increase transparency and availability of its
products across India, some companies are focusing on technologies like SAP’s ERP.

SOFTWARE

Region based-demand driven production plans
One of the biggest advantages the SAP ERP system provides is the
optimization of its production plans per product per manufacturing unit, based on the estimated demand of the region. This is the
demand planning module of the SAP APO (Advanced Planning and
Optimization). SAP’s APO is at the heart of the SCM (supply chain
management). It offers planning and optimization functionalities
in different business processes like demand planning, supply planning, production planning, detailed scheduling, ‘global available to
promise’ and transportation management.
The system takes into account the constantly changing market
scenario like product supply in the previous month, the current
status of the product variant in the market i.e. retailers, the stacked
up inventory of the product at distribution centre, availability of the
manufacturing infrastructure at nearest factory for that particular
product along with the availability of raw materials. This module
helps in delivering a sufficient quantity of the required product in
any particular region at the required time. This ensures optimum
product quantity is produced and available in the market all the
time, hence driving higher sales and improving the market share.
Apart from monthly production optimization, it also helps in the
long term, to add or expand a manufacturing facility for a particular product variant in the region. For example, consider a product
variant “X” which is extremely popular amongst the urban youth,
but looking at its increasing popularity and consistent quality, the
product demand amongst semi-urban and rural youth also started
to pick up month after month. Most of the current manufacturing
facilities for “X” are located and focused on meeting with urban
demand, but in view of the data arising from the “demand-drivenproduction-plans”, it seems more practical to add to X’s production
capacity catering to semi-urban and rural demand. This data also
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helps in scaling down the operations for a certain product which
isn’t generating the desired response from the market.

An improved supplier network
From production planning, we now shift our focus on the production process requirements. With numerous manufacturing locations and 1000s of vendors for raw materials, ensuring every single
gram of the required raw material reaches every single unit is quite
a herculean task. Just imagine the chaos it can create in the functioning of a large organization. The SAP’s supply network modelling (SNP) system helps the organizations to connect across all its
geographical locations. By connecting across all geographic locations, SNP helps to plan and procure the required raw materials and
resources in the most cost effective manner. At the manufacturer
level, it also provides the data on raw material consumption per
shift per product, hence empowering the factory manager to analyze and make wise decisions to reduce wastage and losses.

Transparency at all levels
Transparency in movement of goods is one factor that is going to
be hugely advantageous. A small example shows us how. A product
“X”, continuously being produced is being piled up at the manufacturer’s warehouse, eating up all his storage capacity and hence
forcing him to slow down and eventually stop his production until
the stock pile was cleared out. After a stock clearance marathon, the
manufacturer could now begin his production activity. The reason
for the pile up is usually a miscommunication at the distributor end
and lack of effective transparency between the management team,
the dispatch team and the warehousing manager. But now, with the
SAP system in place, the decision makers have the data available to
make necessary arrangements for timely pick up of goods from the
manufacturer’s warehouse to the distribution centre, hence avoiding unnecessary break-down in production.

Optimized and efficient transportation plans
With dispatches being linked with manufacturing, it helps the management team to organize detailed schedules and timely delivery
of the packed goods from various points, thus ensuring a continuous and optimum supply of end product in the market. The handling of transportation via daily dispatch plans and transport route
optimization along with transport carrier selection according to
requirement plays a big role in reducing the logistics costs in the
short as well as long term. Earlier, without SAP’s transportation
management module, a product variant “X” being manufactured in
western India would somehow be transported to a region in North
India, which itself had enough manufacturing capacity of the same
product variant. Thus increasing the company’s expenditure on fuel
and transportation, but importantly loosing time and money with
the taxes to be paid at the state borders. Although with GST (goods
and service tax) soon to be implemented all over India, the issue of
state border taxes and traffic congestions seems to have resolved,
but with ERP in place, the production and dispatches for any region
are now catered locally and efficiently.
Photograph: Fotolia

Product News
Efaflex expands into China following the Belt and Road Initiative
The recent Belt and Road Initiative forum held in Beijing China is a
development strategy proposed by the country’s leader Xi Jinping to
promote connectivity and cooperation between Eurasian countries to
coordinate manufacturing capacity with other countries. This ethos is
shared by Efaflex, the global leading high-speed door manufacturer
who are continuing to expand their presence in Western China. The
latest collaboration involved Efaflex’s Shanghai based subsidiary who
installed 30 high-speed doors in to Rival Tech Group’s manufacturing
base in Urumqi, China. Rival Tech are an international enterprise
within the plastic packaging and agricultural film industry. This was
the first phase of development, with reconstruction work proposed to
start at their Silk Road factory in Dunhuang early 2018. Efaflex expect
to install additional high-speed doors at Rival Tech’s sites which forms
part of their global expansion plan in to other cities and industries in
Western China.
Photograph: Efaflex
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Pushed to the limit − high-speed torque
limiters for performance test stands
Motor test stands and roller dynamometers in the
automotive sector place maximum demands on drive
systems. Therefore, it is necessary to protect the
frequently expensive test pieces and the sensitive
measurement units reliably from overload damages.
With its EAS-HSC and EAS-HSE high-speed clutches,
mayr power transmission has developed clutches
specially tailored to the requirements of test stand
technology.

I

COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES

n modern automotive and motorbike production, intensive research and development as well as the compliance with the highest demands on quality are indispensable prerequisites today. As
a result, component and functional test stands, such as motor test
stands and roller dynamometers, which permit the practical simulation of the complete spectrum of loads on a drive line and its components, are becoming increasingly significant.
In particular during the development stage, the systems are frequently pushed to the limit. Under these extreme load conditions,
malfunction of the test pieces is possible. In order to protect both
the frequently expensive test piece and the sensitive measurement
units against overload damage, torque limiting clutches are used in
many test stand applications. These torque limiters must comply
with the extreme demands of test stand technology, and also work
reliably at very high speeds. With the backlash-free and torsionallyrigid EAS-HSC and EAS-HSE torque limiters, mayr power transmission therefore provides overload protection, which is especially tailored to the requirements in high-speed applications. The clutches
convince users through their high quality and provide maximum
safety without influencing the measurement signal.

High balance quality for optimum running
smoothness
Should the torque in a test stand exceed the set limit values of the
torque limiter, then the clutch disengages and disconnects the input and output within fractions of a second. Following an overload,
the measuring shaft may at worst have to be re-calibrated; but the
torque limiter will reliably prevent expensive damage to the drive
line or the test piece.
The high-speed torque limiters EAS-HSC and EAS-HSE transmit
the torque backlash-free and with high torsional rigidity. They are
compact, have a high performance density and a low mass moment
of inertia. An EAS-HSE clutch with a torque of 1000 Nm, for example, weighs significantly less than 10 kg. With an extremely small
outer diameter of 125 mm, a relatively large bore diameter of up to
60 mm is permitted for mounting the shaft.
Another important prerequisite for the use of a torque limiter in
high-speed applications is the high balance quality of each individual
component in order to achieve optimum running smoothness in the
drive line. As the speed increases, imbalance causes significant centrifugal forces and vibrations. This places the entire test stand design
under strain, leads to irregular running and falsifies the test results
of the measurement equipment. Therefore, optimization of the mass
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imbalance was the top priority during the development of the EASHSC and EAS-HSE clutches. Design measures ensure than the many
individual components incorporated in the torque limiters do not
change their position within the clutch, not even following overload.
Furthermore, the clutches are balanced in a completely assembled
state to a balance quality of G 2.5, at a reference speed of 3,000 rpm.

High-quality clutch bearing
The joint clearance between the respective customer shaft and the
clutch bore is minimized so that a completely assembled torque
limiter, balanced and set to the required speed, ensures the necessary balance quality, even following integration into the respective
test stand application. The clutch bores are designed with quality
6 as a standard, and the frictionally locking shaft hub connection
ensures backlash-free torque transmission.
In addition, a high-quality clutch bearing absorbs the external
reaction forces which act on the output flange of the high-speed
clutches. As a result, these forces have no influence on the trigger
mechanism, and a precise torque limitation is maintained. Furthermore, the clutch bearing is designed so that it can absorb extremely
high accelerations. These occur, for example, when the drive line is
blocked as the torque limiting clutch suddenly disengages, and the
input side of the clutch is strongly accelerated against the output side.

Compact and powerful
In normal operation, the EAS-HSC transmits the torque via balls
which simultaneously engage into recesses of the hub and the output flange. Cup springs pre-tension the ball bearings via a ring. The
high spring force is proportional to the transmittable torque. This
principle remains backlash-free even when the recesses are worn.
Mayr power transmission uses cup springs in torque limiting clutches with a falling characteristic curve. Therefore the torque is transmitted in a torsionally rigid manner up to the pre-set trigger value.
In case of overload, the pre-tension force of the spring reduces, and
the clutch triggers extremely accurately. After disengagement, a
special overload mechanism ensures that the clutch remains in the
disengaged position. The drive line can slow down freely, and as a
result absolutely no ratchetting impacts occur during the overtravel
time which might negatively influence the drive line, especially the
torque measurement equipment in the test stand.
The design of the torque transmission unit is such that re-engagement is only possible at the disengagement position. In operation,
the individual parts of the clutch therefore always have the same
angular position to one another, and the balance quality is maintained. The special overload mechanism enables simple, quick
re-engagement without major exertion of force.

01 With the EAS-HSC and EAS-HSE construction series, mayr power

transmission has developed torque limiters which are tailored to the
extreme requirements of test stand technology. In a special design, the
EAS-HSE element clutches can reach up to 20,000 rpm.

High-speed – up to 20,000 rpm
On the EAS-HSE, individual overload elements transmit the
torque via positive locking. In case of overload, these overload
elements disengage and separate the input and output almost without residual torque and with a high degree of switch-off and repetitive accuracy. The kinetic energy of the rotating masses stored in the
system can slow down freely. The elements do not automatically reengage, but remain separated until they are re-engaged manually
or by means of a device. The position for the synchronised re-engagement for maintenance of the balance quality is clearly marked
on the clutch.
In the standard design, the compact EAS-HSC clutches cover a
torque range up to 1000 Nm, the EAS-HSE based on individual overload elements have a torque range of up to 10,000 Nm. Both clutches
achieve speeds up to 12,000 rpm. In special designs (Image 01),
higher torques and higher speeds of up to 20,000 rpm are permitted.

For precise measurement results
Besides torque limiting clutches, shaft misalignment compensation
couplings are a decisively important accessory part in test stands,

About Mayr Power Transmission
Mayr power transmission is one of the most traditional
and yet one of the most innovative German companies
in the field of power transmission. Mayr specializes in
torque limiters, shaft couplings and safety brakes as well
as electromagnetic clutches and brakes. The company employs approximately 1,000 employees worldwide and continues to grow. Headquartered in Mauerstetten, Germany
the company has production sites in China and Poland.
8 subsidiaries in Germany and 7 international offices
including in China, France, Italy, Great Britan, Singapore,
USA and Switzerland. After several extensions to the production and administration areas in the preceding years,
the company now has a 17,700 m² production facility in
Mauerstetten, Germany.

02 Based on the tried and

tested backlash-free and torsionally rigid ROBA-DS series,
mayr power transmission offers
a design of its compensation
coupling specially aligned to
measurement flanges, which
provides the ideal prerequisites
for precise measurement results

as they minimize the disturbance variables acting on the measurement flange. These disturbance variables, or so-called parasitic
loads, often occur due to alignment errors in the drive line.
Misalignments between the input and output side occur in almost
all applications. For this purpose, shaft misalignment compensation
couplings are used together with the measurement flange. Based on
the tried and tested backlash-free and torsionally rigid ROBA-DS series (Image 02), mayr power transmission offers a design of its compensation coupling specially aligned to measurement flanges, which
provides the ideal prerequisites for precise measurement results.
These couplings transmit the torque backlash-free and with extreme
torsional rigidity manner, and compensate for radial, axial and angular shaft misalignments. They therefore not only provide precise
measurement results, but also protect the bearings installed in the
shaft train against unwanted loads, and consequently from unnecessary downtimes and costs. In addition to high running smoothness
and a low mass moment of inertia, the couplings are distinguished by
high balance quality, and are robust and resistant.
For a combination of shaft coupling and torque limiting clutches,
mayr power transmission provides complete solutions from a single source.
Photograph: Mayr power transmission, Teamtechnik Maschinen
und Anlagen GmbH

www.mayr.com
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CRANES AND HOISTS

From Künzelsau to Tatarstan − Hoists
from Stahl Cranesystems in the
world’s third-largest fertilizer factory
At Mendeleyevsk in the Russian Republic of Tatarstan,
1,000 kilometers east of Moscow, the new OAO
industrial complex “Ammonium” was inaugurated in
early 2016. The chemical plant produces urea,
ammonium nitrate and nitrogen fertilizer for
industrial agriculture as well as methanol as a raw
material for the petrochemical industry. Companies
from Russia, Japan and China were involved in the
design and construction of the plant. The crane
technology for maintenance of the plant stems from
Stahl Cranesystems in Künzelsau.

N

ot everyone immediately thinks of food when talking of energy
from natural gas. Methane, however, is not only used as a fuel
gas, but is also an important raw material for the synthetic production of ammonia – from which, in turn, most fertilizers are made.
Without them, a large part of today’s world population could not be
fed. Russia, next to the USA, has the largest gas deposits worldwide
and a growing interest in diverse exploitation of its natural resources. It was therefore decided in 2010 to build the third-largest fertilizer plant in the world – the largest construction project of its kind
in Russia for 20 years. The plant has the capacity to manufacture
717,000 t of ammonia, 717,000 t of urea, 238,000 t of methanol and
300,000 t of ammonium nitrate per year, which makes up around
5 % of the Russian fertilizer market.

Delivery on schedule despite country-specific
requirements
To ensure smooth operation of the plant, there are a total of
11 cranes, 6 electric wire rope hoists and 30 manual chain hoists
from Stahl Cranesystems in use (Image 01). Together with the experienced engineers and specialists from the department Interna-
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01 To ensure smooth operation of the plant, there are a total of 11

02 The cranes and hoists were assembled before completion of the hall

tional Projects (IP) at Stahl Cranesystems, the certified partner of
Stahl Cranesystems – Elektrotjazhkran in St. Petersburg – found a
technically and economically viable solution, thereby prevailing
over R
 ussian, Bulgarian and German competitors. Elektrotjazh-

during the design of the hoists and crane components. The equipment was therefore coated with a special, zinc-bearing paint – the
three-layer coating is a total of 240 µm thick. The cranes and hoists
were implemented in part in explosion-proof design for Zone 1.
In addition to this, the requirements of Russian standards had to
be fulfilled, which were discussed with the companies concerned
at a two-day clarification meeting in Moscow. The equipment was
assembled and installed on site (Image 02) by the companies involved in the consortium with the support of Elektrotjazhkran as
supervisor.
After a construction period of five years, OAO “Ammonium” announced the commissioning of the plant. A second expansion stage
is apparently already being planned.

cranes, 6 electric wire rope hoists and 30 manual chain hoists in use

„The aggressive ammonia atmosphere in
fertilizer production places high demands on
crane technology“
kran’s brief covered the engineering, procurement and construction (EPC). The contract was signed at the beginning of 2013, and
the cranes and hoists delivered at the end of 2013. “Since the plant
was to be installed in Russia, the requirements for the technical
documentation were very high. We already started sending drawings, assembly plans and many other information and certificates
to the responsible engineering company for approval soon after
the contract was signed. Particularly when it came to the necessary certification for Russia, we maintained close contact with our
colleagues in Russia,” says Thomas Wöhrle, project manager in the
IP department at Stahl Cranesystems. “We have experience as EPC
contractors in the processing of international projects and the related national and international requirements. We were able to make
full use of our know-how in this project and support our partner
actively.” As a result it was possible to deliver the crane technology
on time and to the full satisfaction of the end customer.

Equipped for harsh environments
Apart from the requirements of the business side of the international project, the demands on the technology itself were also very
high: the aggressive ammonia atmosphere and the risk of explosion
in some areas of the factory (Ex Zone II C T4) were decisive factors

roofs to facilitate the work

Photographs: Stahl Cranesystems

www.stahlcranes.com

About Stahl Cranesystems
Stahl Cranesystems GmbH, with head office in Künzelsau/Germany, has more than 120 years experience in
crane construction. The manufacturer offers a full range
of crane technology and crane components, including
chain and rope hoists, winches, and light and small crane
systems, as well as drive and control solutions. It is a
world leader in explosion protected crane technology.
Indeed, Stahl Cranesystems developed the first components for such applications as far back as 1926, thus contributing to today’s industrial standards. The company
has 700 employees worldwide.
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